
Pick to Light System 

Shenzhen Xunwei  Communication Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 2002, which has first-class 

R&D,produce and sales capability . We produce high quality automatic check weigher, intelligent 

logistics and intelligent warehouse complete sets of equipments. Shenzhen Xunwei is a national 

high-tech enterprise, shenzhen high-tech enterprise, shenzhen double soft enterprise.

Over the years, Macinte has been committed to creating value for customers, focus on so 

professional
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Development History

⚫ One step at a time adhere to move forward

We confront the future and face challenges, our company stay true to its 

cause and continue marching forward.

2002

2006
2013

2017

2019

2011

2021

➢ Macinte founded 

in 2002

➢ Developed self-access 

package systems and 

precision parts 

warehouse picking 

system

➢ The first 160pcs/min, 

Accuracy +-1g dynamic 

weight sorting device in 

China has been successfully 

developed .

➢ Through Shenzhen 

high-tech 

enterprise 

certification

➢ Developed the first 

dynamic weighing 

scale with +-0.01g 

accuracy in China

➢ Developed G2 

technology leading  

intelligent card 

feeder and gathering 

machine

➢ Successfully launched new 

generation assorting wall,which 

integrated grating anti-error and 

precise positioning tips .



Application of PTL labels

Improve operation speed and quality
"Searching according to the lamp", improve the 

picking speed by 50%-200% (statistics)

Reduce labor costs and standardize operations

Ensure system data and actual synchronization, real 

Just In Time

Greatly reduce the error rate

Error rate can be reduced to less than 0.3% (statistics)

Fast out/in storage management

Do not rely on skilled, reduce personnel training time

Realize paperless operation

Directly connected with upstream and downstream, 

real-time monitoring operations



Architecture of Intelligent PTL System

Server

Control PC Network switch

Single controller
（Max 128pcs PTL labels）

Dual-controller (max 

256pcs PTL labels)

WIFI Wireless 

controller
(Max 128pcs PTL labels）

Tower light

Text PTL label 2-digits label 3-digits label

3-digits bule label 6-digits single color 

label

6-digits double color 

label

Single light label RFID LabelScanner

RFID bracelet

RFID ring



PTL Label Introduction

OLED display series 

Can display Chinese and English 

characters, order information, pick 

quantity and send instructions

Digital display series

Used to display the goods location, the 

quantity of delivery and send out the 

indication information (including 2-bit, 3-bit, 

6-bit, 6-bit two-color)

RFID Series

Can be displayed in Chinese and 

English characters, can also be used 

to connect the scanner, sensor 

bracelet and ring

Single light series
Connect alarm lights and signal 

messages to indicate picking tasks

PTL Lable Feature

1. The tag use ultra-thin design, compact and delicate.

2, Confirm button use of mechanical shaft button, good feel, lifetime up to 

20 million times.

4. Low power consumption, the power consumption of each tag is not more 

than 0.2W.

5. The picking tag adopts two-wire intelligent bus mode, and the two wires 

are both power line and communication line.

6, two lines of embedded guide rail installation, tag without any wiring, 

buckle into the track can work, installation is very easy.

7, Automatic online detection, for online tag the background timely 

monitoring, offline tags the background timely alarm.

Wiring Duct

1, PVC flame retardant material.

2, easy installation/disassembly, no tools.

3, metal copper wire and tank body can be 

simple separation.



Installation Steps

1、Drill holes on the rack to install duct 2、Drive the rivet into the hole 

with a rivet gun

3、Press the copper wire into the 

slot with press wheel

4、Clip the label on the duct 5、Clip the duct cover 6、Installation completed



Product data

Single complete label  

XWPL-DD-1 

Single multifunction label 

XWPL-DD-2 

Single guide label

XWPL-DD-3 

⚫ Button Life：20 million times

⚫ Button color：6 colors

⚫ Button life：20 million times

⚫ Button color：6 colors

⚫ Tower light ：24V，loop current ≤50mA

⚫ Button can’t be pressed

⚫ Light color：6 colors

USB label 

XWPL-DD-USB 

⚫ Button can’t be pressed

⚫ Light color：6colors

⚫ External indication light current ：

<40mA/channel 

⚫ USB interface：TYPE-A

1. Voltage：24V            

2. Power：< 0.2W

3. Communication distance：within 500m

4. Working temperature：-35 ℃~70℃

5. size：L-50mm W-36mm H-11.5mm



Product data

3 digits label XWPL-G3-1 

⚫ 3 red digits display 

⚫ with bigger digit size (0.39 inch)

1. Voltage：24V            

2. Power：< 0.2W

3. Communication distance：within 500m

4. Button life：2 million times

5. Button light color：1 color

6. Working temperature：-35 ℃~70℃

7. Size：L-100mm W-36mm H-11.5mm

3 digits light strip XWPL-L3-1H 

⚫ 3 blue digits display

⚫ Can connect external light strip

3 digits grating label XWPL-L3-1L 

⚫ 3 blue digits display

⚫ Can connect external grating 

3digits label XWPL-L3-1 

⚫ 3 blue digits display



Product data

6 digits double color display label XWPL-L6-2R 

⚫ 3 blue digits +3 red digits

6 digits disply label XWPL-L6-2

⚫ 6 blue color digits display

OLED text display label XWPL-OA-1 

⚫ Lattice display128*64

⚫ Blue color display

2 digits display label XWPL-G2-1 

⚫ 2 red digits display 

⚫ With bigger size digit(0.56 inch)

1. voltage：24V            

2. Power：< 0.2W

3. Communication distance：

within 500m

4. Button life：2 millions times

5.    Button light color：1 color

6.    Working temperature：-35 ℃~70℃

7. Size：L-100mm W36mmH-11.5mm

RFID label XWPL-OA-RFID 

⚫ RFID，with LED button

⚫ Lattice disply 128*64

⚫ Blue color display



Product data

Single Channel bus controller 

XWZK-B1

⚫ Max label quanity ：128

1. Voltage：220V            

2. Working Voltage：100-264V

3. Max input current：1.5A

4. Communication distance：500m

5. Working environment ：-30℃~60℃

5. Ethernet interface ：10M/100Mbps

6. Network port mode ：TCP Client 、TCP Server 、UDP Client 、UDP 

Server

7. Size ：L-170mm   W-145mm H-60mm

8. Can set a unique IP address for the device

Double channel bus 

controller XWZK-B2

⚫ Max label quanity ：256

WIFI single bus controller XWZK-B1W

⚫ Max label quanity：128

Bus controller contains the power supply



Pick to light working mode

①System send the order

②Labels on the rack light up 

③Picking according the light

Pick to light System 

Install electronic labels on the shelf, in principle a place a product in the 

store  (a label represents a product) and one order for a processing unit, 

system let the corresponse labels in the order light up, picking member 

according to the bright lights and digital display to take out the goods from 

the shelf . This is called pick to light according to the order.



Pick to light advantage

Manual to pick 

+review

View order to pick 

+scan to review

PTL picking 

+ conveyor transfer

Cost Few software and 

hardware input

RF(PDA)and review 

software，bar code

Install the PTL label according your 

requirment

Error Rate High error rate Low error rate ,less 

than0.03%

Low error rate ,less than 0.03%

Skill requirement High High Low

efficiency Low A staff 200orders/day A staff 400orders/day

Other Hard to check for 

receiver

Documents correspond to 

the goods ,easy to check

Documents correspond to the goods ,easy 

to check

Searc
h

Confir
m

Pick Pack
Mov

e
Re-

check

Save the search, confirm and re-check link, 

greatly improve the efficiency of picking

➢ View order to pick+ review

➢ View order to pick +scan to review

➢ PTL picking + conveyor transfer



Pick to light systematic model selection

Label and location one on one

Label and location one to more

➢ Picking qty= 1: single light label

➢ Picking qty ≤2 digits: 2-digit label

➢ Picking qty ≤3 digits: 3-digit label

➢ Picking qty ≤6 digits: 6-digit label

➢ Display text: OLED label

One label one rack

➢ Picking qty ≤3 digits: 6-digit 

two-color label 

➢ picking qty ≤6 digits: OLED 

label

One label one row

➢ Picking qty ≤3 digits: 6-digit two-

color label 

➢ picking qty ≤6 digits: OLED label

Confirm the relation between label and location 

Confirm the operation way 

Pick to light

Efficiency type Economical-type

① Rack areas：zone tower light

② Scan to trigger：scanner+ USB label

③ Sensor to trigger：RFID label+bracelet/ring 

One location to more items

➢ Picking qty ≤3 digits: 6-digit two-

color label 

➢ picking qty ≤6 digits: OLED label



Pick to light application cases

On cross belt 

✓ 6digits label

Supply chain distribution

✓ RFID label

✓ Multifunction label

✓ 6 digits label

Pharmaceutical industry

✓ Area tower light

✓ OLED text label

On production line

✓ Area tower light

✓ 6digits double color label



Put to Light System

①System sending wave picking

②Scanning  barcode to know the 
location

Put to Light /DAS (Digital Assorting System)

Each label represents an order customer or a distribution object.  Taking 

out the total quantity of the ordered goods first, and scan the good's bar code 

to light up the corresponse PTL label . The distributor can match the goods to 

the cargo space according to the light or digital display of the PTL label.

Put to light wall can be divid fixed type or mobile type . 

③Puting the goods according 
the light 



Put to Light System Advantages

Manual to distribute and 

recheck

Put to light system

Cost Few software and hardware input Need some space for operating  

Error Rate High error rate Low error rate ,less than 0.03%

Skill 

requirement

High Low

Efficiency Low A staff 400orders/day

Other Hard to check for receiver Documents correspond to the goods ,easy 

to check

Start 
Picki
ng

Com
bine

d

Distr
ibut

e

Print 
bill

Re-
chec

k

Improve efficiency, save the re-check link, reduce labor 

costs

➢ 看单分播+看单复核

➢ 播种墙分播



DAS wall Product Selection 

Rack type single
side wall 

PTL hardware install on one 

side of the rack . Operator 

put on the take down the 

goods from same side of the 

DAS wall .

Rack type double sides 
DAS Wall 

PTL labels install on both sides 

of the rack . Operator put the 

iteam on front side wall and 

take down the items to 

packing from the back side 

wall after corresponse order is 

complete. 

Front Bac
k

Mobile/Fixed DAS Wall + Sorting rack

PTL install on DAS Rack. Pushing 

the mobile sorting rack behide the 

DAS wall .Operating on the DAS 

wall and pushing the sorting rack 

to the packing area when 

operation complete . Let another 

sorting car behide the DAS Wall to 

continue operating

DAS Wall

Mobile Sorting cart 

Mobile DAS Wall 

PTL hardware install on the 

mobile rack . Pushing the 

DAS wall to the operating 

area , pushing it to the 

packing area after operation 

complete . 



DAS wall Product Selection 

1. Wireless scanner
2. 3digits label+grating
3. summary label 

(optional)
4. Order display 

(optional)
5. Alarm light

（Optional）

Mode2

1. Wireless scanner
2. 3digits label+Strip
3. summary label 

(optional)
4. Order display 

(optional)
5. Alarm light

（Optional）

Mode3

1. Wireless scanner
2. 3digits label
3. summary label 

(optional)
4. Order display 

(optional)
5. Alarm light

（Optional）

Mode4

1. Wireless scanner
2. Press able label
3. summary label 

(optional)
4. Order display 

(optional)
5. Alarm light

（Optional）

Mode5

Label ：Pressable 

Mode 6

1. Wireless scanner
2. Label : Unpressable

Mode 7

1. Wireless scanner
2. Grating/strip
3. Alarm light

（Optional）

Mode1

Confirm DAS 
Wall 

Architecture

Sensing 
DAS Wall 

Close the 
box?NO need 

scan
need 
scan

DAS wall 

Single item 
sensing 

Sigle item 
Sensing/Multi items 

press light

Single item 
sensing/Multi items 

press light

Multi items press 
light

Single item press 
light 



DAS Wall Rack Combination Mode

1. 90°, U type, L type, opposite type, etc., the operating surface is 

facing the operator;

2. No.1 Wall have electricity box and disply ，use to display item 

information and location；

3. Operator take the products to the working area , scan the product 

barcode to working

4. Can adjuct the location on rack if orders quantity is small in each 

puting wave

Rack placement and using

Light and digit display mode：

Confirm after light mode：

1. For single product , can use one time multi 

lights and digits display mode

2. For multi products , can use one time one light 

and digits display ；

1. After puting the products ,press the light in turn；

2. Don’t press after putting , auto turn off light in 

next scan . 

3. Using grating to trigger

Electricity 
box

displa
y

NO.2 Wall

Operator

Transfer 
cart

N
O

.1
W

a
ll

NO.2Wall

Operator

Transfer 
cart

N
O

.1
W

a
ll

N
O

.3
W

a
ll

NO.2 Wall

Operato
r

Transfer 
cart

N
O

.1
W

a
ll 

NO.3 Wall

Operator

Transfer 
cart

N
O

.1
W

a
ll

N
O

.2
W

a
ll

90°Type U Type

L Type Opposite type



DAS Wall Application Case

Ddouble sides DAS wall

➢ Mode 5
✓ Wireless scanner
✓ Pressable single light label
✓ summary label (optional)
✓ Order display (optional)
✓ Alarm light (Optional)

90°Type grating 
DAS wall+Sorting rack
➢ Mode1 

✓ Wireless scanner

✓ Grating

✓ Alarm light （Optional）

4*18 Sensing DAS Wall

➢ Rack size customizable

✓ Wireless scanner

✓ Grating

✓ Alarm light( Optional）

3digits grating DAS wall 
+ Sorting rack

➢ Mode 2

✓ Wireless scanner

✓ 3digtis label+grating
✓ summary label (optional)
✓ Order display (optional)
✓ Alarm light (Optional)



Main Interface of Put to Light Software

➢ ERPbatch number： Shows the number of orders that need to be processed in 

the system so far.

➢ Local pending batches number ： The number of orders from ERP 

synchronization to the local database is generally less than or equal to the 

number of ERP batches to be processed. ；

➢ Number of batches processed today ：( Batch has been processed means 

feedback to ERP system).

➢ Clear：The clear button in the upper right corner can clear all logs from the 

list and redisplay them. By default, only 200 records are displayed in the list. If 

more than 200 records are added, the last record is automatically deleted.
➢ Abnormal logs ： Remind the user of various special or abnormal situations 

that occur during the operation ；

➢ Monitoring log ： Track the whole process of operation, real-time view the 

actions of picking goods, in reverse order of the time axis display;The main 

contents of the display include operator ring induction, electronic label display, 

picking completion of the action, communication instruction sending.



Put to light Software Main Interface

➢ Current wave： Current Seedwall seeding wave ；

➢ Assorted ： Current assorted order number ；

➢ Wait for assort：Current waiting assorting order；

➢ Wait for assort wave：Current waiting assorting order 

wave

➢ Finished wave：Cureent finished wave

➢ Bar code：including all bar code scaned；

➢ Wave number ：scaned wave bar code；

➢ Prodcut bar code：scaned product bar code；

➢ Put wall interface：display curren put wall corresponse

bin position , judge the bin condition via the light up ；

• Green：normal；

• Red : abnormal ；

• Yellow ：occupy;

➢ Real time minitor：current softwafre real time log area ；



Area Management

(area 
management)

(PTL labels management)



Order Management

(order 
management)

(order picking data)



Product Management

(Product and corresponding 
stock management)

The quantity of product stock is 
updated in real time according to 
the outgoing orders transmitted 
from the WMS/ERP system.



WCS Software

➢ HTTP light control interface



System docking mode

1）Macinte provide WCS software HTTP interface, client develop the control flow .

2）Client provide API interface for data calling ,uploading and returning while press 

the PTL light or hardware abnormal

Docking
Mode

Client have software

Macinte provide 
software

Client develop 
the software

Macinte provide the hardware communication protocol for client 

develop the software

1）Provide order API interface 

2）Data base docking way , confirm the database type ：SQL SERVER、ORACLE

ect

3）Excel import ：make sure excel format

Operation Flow 

Provide the Pick to light / put to light working flow



THANK YOU
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